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                                                     MAY DAY CELEBRATION 

 

"No work is insignificant. All labour that uplifts humanity has dignity 
and importance, and hence should be undertaken with painstaking 
excellence." 

St. Xavier’s School Bathinda, constantly endeavours to ingrain supreme virtues and 

consistently sensitizes students to uphold the values of humanity and dignity of labour 

in students. These values were manifestly demonstrated by the students as they 

celebrated the International Labour’s day, under the proficient guidance of the School 

Management and Staff. The presence of Reverend Father Manager Christopher Michael, 

Reverend Father Principal Cidloy Furtado and Reverend Assistant Parish Priest Joseph 

D,Souza glorified the event with divinity and spirituality. The function commenced with 

a speech welcoming the workers and acknowledging their hard work followed by the 

lighting of lamp by the members of support staff. The students magnificently 

showcased their dancing skills, with their rhythmic steps in the welcome dance. A 

plethora of activities were conducted for the support staff  and they enthusiastically 

participated in the activities such as Question Round , Lucky One , Games etc. The 

main attraction of the function was ‘Nukkad Natak’ staged by the students. It not only 

entertained but also emphasized that the Support Staff are the real heroes of our society 

and they deserve due respect. The mesmerizing group song  ‘Hamara Salaam Apko ' 

filled the environment with zeal and enthusiasm. The folk dance presented by the 

students made everyone dance to the tunes of folklore. The School Management 

felicitated the Support Staff by presenting them tokens of gratitude for the valuable 

service they  are rendering to the institution. The students also  expressed gratitude by 

giving self made ‘Thank You’ greeting cards to the support staff  in the school and also 

to different  helpers around them. The Support Staff were overwhelmed by the gesture 

of gratitude and enjoyed the day. On the behalf of The Support Staff , Marianus and 

Rani thanked the management for the gesture of appreciation.                                                                                                                                                        

The message from Reverend Father Manager Christopher Michael  instilled finer 

comprehension of the labour community and importance of hard work among the 

students who learnt to respect and appreciate the efforts of helpers around us.The 

Support Staff wer also hosted a lunch   by the management after the function. Over all, it 



was a bountiful day which enlightened everybody to be beholden to the helpers  and 

venerate the dignity of labour. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


